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6.2% January 2024
Alberta Unemployment 

Touring activity remains solid, but we have found finalizing deals challenging through the first few weeks of 2024. Industrial vacancy
has slightly increased year-over-year, particularly in larger warehouse and distribution spaces, and has resulted in plateauing net
rental rates as businesses await clearer direction for the year ahead. Purchasers have been mindful of increased construction costs,
preferring existing properties over new construction, especially in the $500,000 to $1,000,000 range where small bay purchasers are
harder to find. The smaller businesses / owner-operators that are the typical buyers of these smaller bays are sitting tight and keeping
powder dry.

Looking ahead, preliminary research and planning for summer/fall are underway, and we expect an uptick in activity in the second half
of 2024 with expectations that delayed decisions will be made. Existing lease rates are not expected to change significantly unless
there's a decrease in interest rates or a sharp rise in energy commodity prices.

$+76.00 (US)
Barrel WTI ($US) February 2024

3.65% 
Vacancy Rate
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1. VACANCY: Slowly inching up heading back towards 4.0% vacancy as absorption slows and new product comes online.

2. LEASE RATES: Like interest rates, Lease Rates ($ / SF) have plateaued. Higher than this time last year.

3. SMALL BAY MARKET:  Small bay demand has slowed, especially on a sale basis. Smaller businesses/owner operators are sitting

tight and keeping powder dry - looking for direction in the second half of 2024.

3 TAKEAWAYS FOR FEBRUARY 2024:

RECENT NOTEABLE TRANSACTIONS

LEASED:  6615  45  St reet ,  Leduc AVAILABLE :  3813  75  St reet ,  Leduc
Congratulations to the AICRE industrial team on another successful
lease deal in Leduc. Jim McKinnon (Landlord representation) and
Ashley Chrunik (Tenant Representation) did a fantastic job of
facilitating this 6,900 SF on 1.08 Acres freestanding industrial
transaction.

FOR SALE Freestanding Manufacturing Shop w/ ample yard
9 Cranes
400' Crane way (275' Outdoor crane way)
Ample yard
Turn-key office
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